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Introduction 

The third phase of local workshops of the Leverhulme international research network Tomorrow’s City 
Today was entitled “Eco-City Framework at a Crossroads”. This year’s workshop, the last of three con-
secutive workshops to be held by the IOER, focused on different perspectives on sustainability indicator 
frameworks and approaches of standardisation with regard of their opportunities and limitations to foster 
transitions to sustainability on a local level. In the light of potential tensions between standardisation and 
local requirements and governance contexts the relevance of standardisation approaches within pro-
cesses of transitions to urban sustainability has been discussed.  

 

Programme and Participants 

The workshop was held as a roundtable discussion, integrating different stakeholder’s perspectives (sci-
ence, civil society, education and practice).  

Following a short introduction to the network and its objectives and activities, the main findings of the 
network were presented. To start the discussion, the results of the previous workshops were presented. 
The participants were asked to prepare individual statements according to specific questions in order to 
locate themselves in the debate on certification schemes and indicators and to report on their experi-
ences and expectations concerning approaches to urban sustainability. 

- Which experiences do you have with urban sustainability certification schemes?  
- Which relevance do this schemes have in your activities to implement urban sustainable devel-

opment?  
- Which opportunities and limits do these (international) approaches have to address local chal-

lenges and to set and implement local objectives? 
- What are demands for future approaches?  

Finally, the scenarios, developed by the lead partner, have been discussed with regard to their strengths 
and weaknesses for any future pathways of eco-city schemes.  
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Stakeholder’s Viewpoints  

In the first part of the workshop the viewpoints of different stakeholders who are being involved in sus-
tainable urban development have been discussed. Following the main perspectives are summarized: 

Planning Practice & Architects: 

An ambivalent relevance for architects and planners can be stated, depending on their role: On the 

one hand, frameworks mean additional requirements and efforts in the planning and building process. 

On the other hand, certification and application of schemes is getting a new and profitable field of work 

for architects and planners. Due to support investors in enhancing sustainable solutions, existing res-

ervations about the added value of frameworks have to be overcome and the willingness and neces-

sary knowledge needs to be established among architects and planners who advice private investors 

and municipalities.  

Municipalities:  

In municipal practice a sort of saturation according to always new concepts and requirements can be 

stated. Particularly small and medium-sized municipalities are overtaxed with emerging frameworks. 

Depending on their capacities and individual experiences frameworks are considered to be tools to 

communicate goals of sustainable development. Otherwise, there is also scepticism against the steer-

ing capability of sustainability schemes. Besides the availability of appropriate tools and application 

knowledge, strong political willingness and support seems to be a crucial precondition for successful 

paths to urban sustainability. There seems to be some doubt about what is happening to those neigh-

bourhoods which are not certified in terms of establishing new drivers of gentrification. 

Private Investors/Owners:  

In view of the diversity of legal demands and additional voluntary schemes for green buildings private 

owners might be overwhelmed, which leads to address the minimum standards only. There are a num-

ber of barriers in addressing and activating private actors and owners. In order to be more successful 

in developing and applying schemes the interests of private owners should be taken into account seri-

ously. Additionally, sustainable development needs to become a private interest – schemes, legal 

frameworks and knowledge only can support this private interest. 

Civil society/local initiatives:  

The understanding of sustainability might be different both by several local initiatives and compared to 

institutional approaches. Single stakeholders or initiatives normally don’t follow a general definition or 

general criteria of sustainability. Realising concrete measures is more important than achieving con-

crete benchmarks or sustainability indicators. Therefore their logic completely differs from professional 

developers. Nevertheless, by getting more successful and professionalized also local initiatives tend to 

be interested in gaining knowledge regarding their success, also shown by indicators and figures. As 

many local initiatives who aim to enhance urban sustainability have limited influences and opportuni-

ties to really gain their objectives, indicators and schemes may help them to set clear goals and to de-

fine measures to reach them and to avoid disservices or trade-offs. Particularly, if local initiatives enter 

the system of public subsidies, indicators and benchmarks become relevant.  

Science: 

From a scientific point of view the potentials, but also some critical points were stated: Eco-cities 

frameworks could serve as a knowledge resource. Linking these frameworks with smart city ap-

proaches might strengthen both objectives. The common practice of institutions doing the whole pro-

cess of developing, training of auditors and awarding has to be seen critically. The schemes should be 

commonly accessible in terms of transparency. The question is, if governmentally and legally binding 

requirements to apply certification schemes really increase urban sustainable development.   
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Ideas and Recommendations for Future Eco-cities frameworks  

In order to develop ideas for future Eco-cities frameworks and their application the following recommen-
dations have been formulated:  

The scale of urban neighbourhoods is considered to be the right scale to implement and realise urban 
sustainable development – both in terms of technical feasibility and in the light of potential actors. Nev-
ertheless the activation of stakeholders is confronted by several barriers: The capacity of local initiatives 
is limited. As the requirements of the complex schemes are quite high, local initiatives might refrain from 
application. In the light of very different perspectives on sustainability by local sustainability initiatives it 
is questionable if frameworks are suitable steering and management tools. Single private owners needs 
to be informed and convinced with the premise that their probably different interests are accepted.  

Eco-cities frameworks might be successful if the following issues are considered:  

 The undoubted potential of frameworks as “tool to talk” needs the willingness to communicate 
of the stakeholders.  

 Public subsidies might be important incentives for the application of frameworks. 
 Competences and knowledge needs to be established in practice (architects urban planners).  
 Different logics and interests of stakeholders needs to be accepted. 
 Schemes should both address values and objectives and show ways to implement them by 

concrete measures.  

Despite on the first view different perspectives of professional schemes and local sustainable initiatives 
– frameworks might be the interface of both approaches, as they help to define objective criteria. Meas-
uring and evaluating might foster transparency and therefore acceptance also of local initiatives and 
their important role to reach urban sustainability goals.   

With regard to the scenarios of future development the following thoughts can be summarized:  

The figure shows some perspectives and characteristics on the four scenarios named by the workshop 
participants.  

 

 

Despite all limits and criticism – eco-cities frameworks do have their strengths in specific contexts and 
therefore they should be seen as an important element to foster urban sustainable development. All that 
different approaches have their specific advantages and limits – the variety and diversity makes sense 
in order to allow a broad acceptance and application. Contrary to following one of the paths, maybe 
even this diversity is further establishing. The participants had no clear preferences for one of the sce-
narios, but a tendency for more innovating and localising frameworks was formulated. Also the global-
ising perspective is probable, although not really aimed. Comparability should not be the leading objec-
tive of these schemes and their implementation. Concluding the participants stated that the more deci-
sive characteristics of future frameworks might be their handling, feasibility to specific and small-scale 
projects and transparency.   


